YOUR PLACE
OF ENTERTAINMENT
www.facebook.com/ergoarena

www.instagram.com/ergoarena

twitter.com/ERGOARENA

www.youtube.com/user/ERGOARENA

Welcome to the world full of emotions, right in the center
of Tricity metropolitan area, on the coast of the Baltic Sea,
by various beaches and seaside boulevards. Welcome to
Your Place of Entertainment!

Welcome to ERGO ARENA,
the world of great concerts,
sporting events, congresses,
fairs and business meetings.
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GDANSK is one of the oldest cities in Poland, once the richest
and the most populous one. It is Gdansk that is home to the
St. Mary’s Church, the largest brick temple in Europe, it was
here at Westerplatte that World War 2 broke out, and here, in
the Gdansk Shipyard, in August 1980 Solidarity, a movement
that changed the contemporary history of Europe, was born.
SOPOT is one of the most beautiful Polish resorts. The
picturesque spa is inseparably associated with the longest
wooden pier in Europe, a legendary promenade and its clubs
vibrant with nightlife. Art Nouveau town houses and villas
inside the Sopot woods will charm you while the yacht marina
will fascinate you, no matter if you are a tourist or a sailor.

Gdansk
Bay

Gdynia
Sopot

Lodz

- 5 minutes

- 5 minutes

- 5 minutes

- 15 minutes

Gdansk

- 30 minutes

The Tricity conurbation (around 1 250 000 inhabitants)
– an economic, tourist, cultural and sports centre of the
Pomeranian region – has conviniet road, rail, airline and ferry
connections with other parts of Poland and major European
cities.

Gdansk

Its unique location, many accommodation venues and a wide
cultural/ culinar offer (opera house, philharmonic orchestra,
theaters, museums, clubs, pubs and restaurants) make Tricity
a destination for over 4 million guests annually from Poland
and abroad.
Nynäshamn

Karlskrona

WELCOME

Gdynia
Sopot
Gdansk

Wilno

Szczecin
Bydgoszcz

HOW TO GET HERE

Bialystok
Berlin

Poznan

Warszawa

Zielona
Gora

Gdansk has got direct airline connections with 59 European
cities, regular ferry connections with Scandinavia and
convenient road and rail connections.

Lodz
Lublin
Wroclaw

Opole

Kielce
Katowice

Praga

Rzeszow
Krakow

ERGO ARENA

Concerts and
mass events

200 km

The venue’s location in the very heart of Tricity enables good
access with public transport – by bus, tram and fast city rail
(SKM). For drivers we provide a car park with spots for 700 cars
and 20 coaches.

400 km

Road connections: distance
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Airline connections with Gdansk

Olsztyn

600 km

.....
Sport

Congresses, conferences
and fairs

VIP
and business

.....
Catering
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HISTORY
The hall’s design by the KiPP Projekt Architectural Bureau,
created in 2004–06, has received many awards in the
architectural industry. The constructional challenges
included: reconciling the plans to develop the road network
around the building with the necessity to retain a 50 per
cent biologically active terrain, budget constraints alongside
a wide range of the hall’s technical possibilities, and creating
appropriate acoustics inside the building.
Especially for this investment the border between Gdansk
and Sopot was modified so now it cuts the hall exactly in half.
Thanks to this change ERGO ARENA became a common good
for both cities.
The building is 30 metres tall and has 4.3 hectares of usable
floor space, comprising seven storeys. It is sitting on a mono
lithic concrete slab, with its roof structure based on four
space pylons.
The construction began in 2007 and lasted until May 2010:
• involving over 1 000 workers,
• using over 2 000 tons of steel,
• using nearly 10 000 shoring elements,
• laying over 750 kilometres of wire,
• using over 600 kilometres of reinforced concrete,
• with over 1 000 lorries delivering concrete
to the construction site.

The ceremonial opening of the venue took place on 18 August
2010, welcoming over 10 000 spectators to see the friendly
opening match between the national teams of Brazil and
Poland in men’s volleyball. After an emotional duel the game
ended with 3-2 for the red and white team. Soon afterwards
the hall heard its first bars of classical music. The “Concert for
a good start” was attended by 10 000 music lovers.
For years ERGO ARENA has been nominated and awarded
in the most prestigious competitions in the industry. In the
12th edition of the “Polish Sport Builder” competition ERGO
ARENA won the title “Sports Venue of the Year 2011”. The
title is awarded by the Polish Sports Infrastructure Club to
sports and recreational venues for outstanding architecture,
using material, technological and functional solutions. Each
year ERGO ARENA gets nominations for the Sport Business
Awards. In 2012 ERGO ARENA won the DEMES statuette for the
best sports venue in Poland. The Best Quality QI committee
awarded the venue in 2013: ERGO ARENA is a laureate of the
QI Services – best quality services award. Among QI laureates
are companies and institutions in Poland that are leaders in
quality management services.

construction
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great

stars

CONCERTS
Concerts of the greatest
stars are always awaited
events by ERGO ARENA’s
guests. World famous
names attract crowds and
so tickets are sold within
the first days of availability.

Thanks to the modern hall, Tricity has become an attractive spot not
only on the Polish but also on the European concert map. ERGO ARENA
has proudly hosted such stars as Lady Gaga, Sting, Lenny Kravitz, Lionel
Richie, Ozzy Osbourne, Andrea Boccelli, Armin van Buuren, or great bands
including Rammstein, Iron Maiden, Dave Matthews Band, 30 Seconds to
Mars, Roxette, Backstreet Boys and many more.
In ERGO ARENA you can therefore listen to big radio hits but also hear
classical pieces and film scores. In the hall’s enormous space grand
symphonic orchestra concerts activate great energy coming from the
audience.
The state-of-the-art sound and lighting management system provides
work comfort for the most demanding producers. Reinforced roof
construction with a hanging truss facilitates the installation of the most
sophisticated sound and lighting systems and other specialist equipment.
The hall’s construction allows hanging 144 tons of sound and lighting
equipment.
In ERGO ARENA we can prepare any show: concerts of the most famous
music stars, artistic events, multimedia shows, operas, musicals, shows on
ice and many other events. At events like these the number of spectators
can reach up to 12 500.
Artists are provided with fully equipped professional wardrobes.
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SHOW
CABARETS
Its vast space and
tremendous technical
possibilities make
ERGO ARENA the perfect
place for the production
of even the most elaborate
projects.

ERGO ARENA was one of the first halls in Poland with the technical
requirements to allow organizing such artistic shows as the spectacular
circus performance by the world famous artists of Cirque du Soleil.
During the amazing shows on ice our youngest guests regularly get to
meet their favorite Disney characters. To prepare for the skating revue
“Disney on Ice” a 600-square-metre ice rink is installed and set on the
venue’s main floor for several days. The performances enjoy such warm
welcome that additional shows are delivered. Each year about 40 000
people enjoy such shows live in ERGO ARENA.
The best Polish cabaret artists give their performances on stages in ERGO
ARENA: Kabaret Moralnego Niepokoju, Neo-Nówka, Paranienormalni
as well as Jerzy Kryszak perform at Polish Cabaret Night in the
Gdansk-Sopot venue on a regular basis. The stages of ERGO ARENA
have hosted many acclaimed comedic performers including Cezary
Pazura, who celebrated his artistic jubilee by inviting the most popular
Polish comedians on stage. It was then that a new tradition of signing
one of the hall’s walls was born. Now, with each event the number of
autographs from the star guests of ERGO ARENA is increasing.
Ballet, cabaret, revues, plays. These performances attract whole families
and are always filled with wonderful atmosphere.
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SPORT
Sporting events move
millions. They stir joy,
tears and euphoria.
The emotions of an
approaching victory
cannot be compared
with anything else.
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ERGO ARENA

unique

emotions

The, sung by thousands, national anthem of Poland gives extra
power to the Polish athletes who regularly compete on the
Gdansk-Sopot boarder.
Such excitement occurred in ERGO ARENA many times, for example
during the FIVB men’s volleyball finals when the Polish team won the
bronze medal for the very first time in the history of this prestigious
competition. The week long struggle of the best representatives from
all over the world was watched by nearly 100 000 fans. Tickets are also
sold out when Polish handball national team plays in ERGO ARENA and
so everyone in the venue experiences a true, sporting feast.
Polish volleyball and handball national teams compete in ERGO ARENA
on a regular basis. From its very beginning ERGO ARENA hosts different
martial arts events – boxing nights, MMA fights as well as motorsports
– NIGHT of the JUMPs freestyle motocross World Championships, Super
Enduro World Championships or Supercross. The prologue of the 7th
edition of the motor rally Lotos Baltic Cup was very emotional for the
fans of motor sports during the car chases on the arena’s floor.

www.ergoarena.pl
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Organising IAAF World Indoor Championship Sopot 2014 was
a huge challenge for the venue and its administration. Just
for this event a 3 meters tall construction built of scaffoldings
on the main floor was installed which allowed hosting the
most prestigious track and field competition. Over this
event 550 athletes from 134 countries visited Poland. 502
media representatives worked in the venue during the
Championship, the event was broadcast in 87 channels. 1 800
hours of TV signal was produced so that 100 000 000 viewers
enjoyed the competition watching it.
Our building is unique in the country’s standards and allows
playing any kind of team sport, martial art events, motor sports
such as Freestyle Motocross, ice hockey or even windsurfing.
The hall’s multifunctionality lets anyone experience those
special moments and emotions. During sporting events we
provide seats for 11 000 guests.
The main arena is equipped with a professional sports lighting
system, two scoreboards in accordance with the requirements
of world sport organisations and the largest in Poland central
basket with eight LED displays, which allow following the
sports reports live.
To the players’ disposal is also a full-sized and fully equipped
training hall with stands for 300, where both training
and matches can take place; a warm-up room, as well as
professionally equipped locker rooms with saunas and
massage tables.

TEAMS
Trefl Gdansk
competes in Plusliga,
one of the toughest
volleyball leagues
in the world.
The club was founded in 2005 and since then trains both: professionals
and young amateurs from the local sports school and Volleyball
Academy Trefl that brings together primary school pupils from Gdansk
and Sopot.
Continuously since 2011/2012 Trefl competes in PlusLiga, each year
being one step closer to the dreamed-of volleyball top. Strong
foundations allowed to set up a team that won the Polish Vicechampionship and the Polish Cup in season 2014/2015. Then,
in the following season, LOTOS Trefl won the SuperCup and qualified
to TOP 12 in the elite CEV Champions League.
It was stated that in the future also club’s junior players will play
significant roles in club’s development. They have already won such
prestigious awards as gold and bronze medals of Polish Junior League
and silver medals at different age levels.
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Trefl Sopot was
established in 1995
and has become not
only a well-known
Polish but also
European brand.

Trefl Sopot is a five-time Polish Champion and three-time Polish
Vice-champion and a winner of six Poland’s Cups. Over seasons the
team has become internationally recognized. Trefl Sopot qualified twice
to the Euroleague Top16 stage (2005, 2007) and took the second spot
in the FIBA Champions Cup (2003). The club is proud of various awards
won by the junior teams and has coached many national team players at
different age levels.
From its very beginning Trefl Sopot is known as the Black and Yellow
team. These are the colors of jerseys worn by such European basketball
icons as Adam Wójcik, Goran Jagodnik, Darius Maskoliunas, Milan
Gurović, Donatas Slanina Adam Waczyński and Filip Dylewicz who
returned to Sopot before season 2016/2017.
Ever since Trefl Sopot has started playing in ERGO ARENA the audience
ratings of these matches have grown significantly. The team has made
a new turn-out record at a single league game not only in basketball, but
also in all indoor team sports in Poland. The Tricity derby in ERGO ARENA
was watched by over 10 000 spectators.

our

teams

Wybrzeze Gdansk
is a brand itself.
The handball club in Gdansk was rebuilt all over. It took the new owners
a few years of hard work to create a club that has again set very high
goals. The new history is being written from June 2010 when the handball
community in Gdansk decided to reactivate the legendary Wybrzeze.
In a very short period of time about 20 players from the region were
signed to compete in the second division. After one season with no single
defeat they qualified to the first division.
The best league in Poland was another challenge for the club and its
owners and so another players were signed. After 11 years handball
players from Gdansk returned to the top competition and perform among
the best handball teams in Poland.
5 000 fans attended one game between Vive Tauron Kielce – an
undisputed leader in the league – and young Wybrzeze Gdansk team in
ERGO ARENA. This number turned out to be a new record at a handball
league game in Gdansk.
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ERGO ARENA can host both a congress for a few thousand
guests, and a small circle employee training course to finish
with a concert or a game. ERGO ARENA offers you the most
various possibilities – the venue is ready to implement your
most complex plans.

FAIRS

It is great interest that meets every housing fair here,
attended by the largest developers in the Pomeranian
region. At these events visitors have the opportunity to
learn about their products, gain specialist knowledge, as
well as make life changing decisions.

AND CONFERENCES

The organisers and exhibitors are free to use the gigantic
space of the main floor, the training gym, the conference
room and other spaces. Our facilities include a technical car
park with electric and teletechnical access points as well as
the possibility to unload lorries directly onto the main floor
of the arena.
An additional asset is our vast warehouse space.

great

infrastructure

Large congresses, conferences,
fairs and exhibitions – practically
everything can be organized
in ERGO ARENA. Any spatial
arrangement or hanging of sets
and lighting allows creating an
exceptionally cosy feeling even
in this large building.
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Business is an art and each
art requires special setting.
Professional support and
a reliable partner are
the essential ingredients
to success.

VIP lounges

VIP

AND BUSINESS

ERGO ARENA’s atmosphere and its close proximity to the sea
make it the perfect place to combine business with passion
and leisure.
ERGO ARENA gives the possibility to organize corporate events
such as congresses with concerts, banquets and training
courses. For a smaller number of participants we can mark off
a section of the main floor or offer smaller rooms.
ERGO ARENA has got a storey reserved exclusively for the
business clients. 47 VIP lounges vary in size from around
20 to 55 square metres, forming a circle on the fourth floor.
Depending on its area, each lounge has access to between 9
and 55 seats in the stands, making 948 VIP seats altogether.
The VIP lounges are a unique service in our offer. The exclusive
space can be arranged and equipped according to the user’s
own taste, making it a perfect venue for business meetings
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ERGO ARENA

or entertaining guests. It is also a sense of comfort while
watching concerts, games and other events.
The lounge lessees have access to catering services by request
and VIP areas dedicated to all ERGO ARENA partners. This
space is a great forum for establishing new business and social
contacts.
Among our clients are both: small and medium enterprises
from the region as well as differentiated, international
corporations that represent mainly the following sectors:
• banking and insurance • beverage industry
• technologies and IT • energy production • logistics
• manufacturing • shipyard industry • hotel trade and tourism
• sales and distribution • motorized transportation
• construction • media.

www.ergoarena.pl
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CATERING
Catering is our speciality.
We have a large experience
in gastronomy, have served
thousands of guests and
worked with the biggest
companies in the region.

CLASSIC SPORTS PUB IN ERGO ARENA
We offer our guests dishes prepared from the best quality products.
The varied menu, a wide selection of beverages, reasonable prices and
easy access and availability make it a popular and largely frequented
place, not only on the event days. Classic Restaurant’s outstanding chef
with his experienced staff take good care of our guests and the always
welcoming atmosphere. It’s a great place to organize your special events.
In ERGO ARENA we provide comprehensive catering services:
• Catering services in the whole venue during the events,
bars and food-courts, rich offer of drinks and snacks.
• Catering in the VIP lounges, VIP bar and VIP areas.
• Catering in the banquet halls and during festive events
on the main floor.
• Catering during mass events for over 12 000 guests.
• Catering during congresses and conferences for up to 15 000 guests
• Snacks for organised groups.
• Catering in wardrobes for the artists and their bands.
• Catering for technical support members.
• Organizing outdoor events and barbecues
on premises around the venue.
Moreover:
• Carefully prepared catering is based on individual requests.
• Our professional sales department will choose with you the most
suitable offer and give you helpful tips for your ideal event.
• We organize and serve sit-down banquetes.
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Ergo Arena
MAIN ARENA:

IN NUMBERS

• ROOM B4

Maximum surface area: about 77 m2 (11x7m)

Maximum surface area: about 280 m2 (40x8m)

The press centre is an acoustically adapted room with fixed seats,
stage, table, projector and 3x2 m. screen. It is equipped with a sound
system of 2 x 300 watts and audio, video and Internet access points.

Room B4 is an area on the fourth level (VIP), dedicated to
organizing conferences, training courses and banquets.

Maximum capacity: 64 people (armchairs) + stage.

Maximum surface area: about 208 m (26x8m) + hall
Room B3 is an area on the third level with mobile wall panels,
dedicated to organising staff training, exhibitions and catering
services.

BASIC INFORMATION

TRAINING HALL
SPORT CONTESTS
about 300 people on stands

AVAILABLE AREAS AND ROOMS
(an approximate surface area)

STANDS

CONFERENCES / TRAINING COURSES
about 300 people on stands
+ about 900 people on chairs
STAGE

The training hall is a full-sized and fully equipped sports hall used to
organize minor sports tournaments, practices, banquets. It is also
a perfect backstage area for events org anised in the main arena. There
are foldable stands to seat 300 spectators in the hall.

MAIN ARENA – STANDS

MAXIMUM CAPACITY
OF THE VENUE

(the actual capacity of the venue is
based on technical conditions and firefighting measures, the number is defined
individually before each event)

SOUND SYSTEM

Maximum capacity of the theatre setup is 1 200 seats.
The lighting allows obtaining a 1 400-lux intensity.

• WARM-UP ROOM

STANDS

EXAMS
about 170 double desks for 340 people

MULTIMEDIA
EQUIPMENT

Maximum surface area: about 154 m2 (14x11m)
The warm-up room is perfect for organising sports activities but also
conferences or banquets. It is equipped with polyurethane sports
carpets, gym ladders and mirrors.
Maximum capacity of the theatre setup is about 170 seats.
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ERGO ARENA

Maximum capacity of the theatre setup is about 200 people.

Maximum capacity of the theatre setup is about 180 people.

Maximum surface area: about 1 100 m2 (44x25m)

The training hall has got two entrances from inside of the building
as well as an independent one from the outside.

Room D4 is an area on the fourth level (VIP), dedicated to
organizing conferences, training courses and banquets.

2

measures. The number is defined individually before each event.

• TRAINING HALL

• ROOM D4

• ROOM B3

Security:
Fire Safety Instruction defines 15 000 people as the maximum of
guests in the venue. Technical conditions of ERGO ARENA allow to
evacuate 16 470 people at the same time.
*	The actual capacity of the venue is based on technical conditions and fire-fighting

SPORT AREAS

Maximum capacity of the theatre setup is about 200 people.

Maximum surface area: about 280 m2 (40x8m)

Maximum capacity of the main floor* with folded stands:
- about 6 900 standing places (no stage)
- about 6 700 standing places (with stage)

Places for disabled guests*:
On four special platforms there is enough space for 16 wheelchair users
and 16 guardians.

• PRESS CENTER

Press center is connected with the warm up room.

Maximum surface area:
- about 4 050 m2 (96x49 metres) (with folded stands)
- about 1 570 m2 (69x25 metres) (with unfolded stands)

Maximum capacity of the main arena*:
sporting events: about 11 000 places,
concerts: about 12 500 places (with standing places on the main floor),
concerts: about 9 500 places (with sitting places on the main floor),
congresses: about 15 000 places
Together: stands with places for 10 635 people on 4 levels.
Stands on the first level are mobile.

CONFERENCE ROOMS AND GASTRONOMY SERVICES

EXTRA EQUIPMENT

SECURITY

ARENA / MAIN FLOOR – folded stands

96x49 m (4050 m2), 24 meters from main floor up to roof truss

ARENA / MAIN FLOOR – unfolded stands

69x25 m (1570 m2), 24 meters from main floor up to roof truss

TRAINING HALL (additional sports arena)

44x25 m (1100 m2), 11 meters high
(folded stands for about 300 people)

WARM-UP ROOM

14x11 m (154 m2), 7 meters high

PRESS CENTER

11x7 m (77 m2), 7 meters high

conference rooms – ROOM B3

26x8 m (208 m2), 3 meters high

conference rooms – ROOM B4, ROOM D4

2 rooms: 40x8x3 m (280 m2) each

VIP LOUNGES

47 different size lounges

WARDROBES

4 wardrobes (altogether: 155 m2) + a wardrobe for cheerleaders

LOCKER ROOMS

4 locker rooms: 140 m2 each

mobile stands – level 1

3340 places

fixed stands – level 3

3882 places + 16 places for wheelchair users and 16 guardians
(4 platforms)

fixed stands – level 4

948 places

fixed stands – level 5

2465 places

sporting events

about 11 000 places

concerts with standing places on the main floor

about 12 500 places

concerts with sitting places on the main floor

about 9 500 places

congresses

about 15 000 places

ARENA / MAIN FLOOR

d&b Audiotechnik 37kW, 115dB, 37Hz – 17kHz, full stands and partial
main floor cover, 20 wireless microphones and many audio connectors

TRAINING HALL

d&b Audiotechnik 1.2kW, 112 dB 55Hz – 16kHz,
6 wireless microphones

PRESS CENTER

2x300W, 4 wireless microphones, 2 wired microphones,
10 audio outputs for video cameras and reporter recorders

CONFEENCE ROOM B3

12 100V speakers in 4 sections, 4 wireless microphones

broadcasting center

speakers in divided sections, all around the venue,
different sounds to two independent zones can be sent

mobile sound system

3 different size sets of speakers + two subwoofers, many wireless and
wired microphones, media players and necessary accessories

the central basket

8 LED displays (4 5x3 m and 4 4x3 m screens)

led displays between levels K4 and K5

0,96x235,5 meters

elevation LED HD display

96x128 m (resolution: 1280x960 px)

DS displays system

108 42” displays all around the venue

infomats

5 65” infomats including 4 touchscreens

main arena curtain system

partly covering and dividing the main arena
with 68 mb x 20 m high curtains

level K5 curtains

curtains that cover K5 level

fire-fighting measures

fire-fighting measures in accordance with applicable
Fire Safety Regulations

access control system

proximity cards, customizable access

CCTV surveillance system

24/7 surveillance, 500 video cameras required
for the protection of mass events

www.ergoarena.pl
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SEATING PLAN
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322

120 119
321

444

319
320
443
516

517

436

316

511

GENERAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

512

D

B

438

COURT

C

load on the roof construction

maximum permissible roof load – up to 144 tons of uniformly
distributed load, the quantity, weight and place of suspensions are
determined each time with the technical department of the venue
and so it depends on the kind of event

514

439

ACCESS TO THE MAIN FLOOR
FOR ASEMBLERS AND
SUPPLIERS

FOH

440

441
442
515

CONCERT WITH SITTING
PLACES*

lift access possible

yes

unloading space (next to the planned stage location)

cars and trucks may enter the venue through T1 and T2
back entrances

ELECTRIC POWER

A

Stands: about 8 300
Main floor (Sitting places):
about 1 200
Altogether: 9 500
2 PL** included

Stands: about 11 000
Altogether: 11 000
4 PL** included

yes, the space between main girders allows walking, facilitates the
installation of suspensions, is made of gratings and limited
by handrails

ROOF CONSTRUCTION

513

A

MAIN
ENTRANCE

catwalk

D

437

318

118

TECHNICAL DATA

STAGE

433

317

117
121

Stands: about 5 800
Main floor (Sitting places):
about 6 700
Altogether: 12 500
2 PL** included

C

431

314

116

122

324

401

428

435

302

405
404

427

311
110

106

304

411
410

426

310

108 109
107

509

424 425

309

308

305

413
412

422 423

420 421

306

415
414

508

507

419

417

B

CONCERT WITH STANDING
PLACES ON THE FLOOR*

C

available connectors on the main floor

4 shafts: 2 x powerlock 400A, 4 x 125A, 24 x 63A

technical rooms adjoining the main floor

2x400A powerlock, 2x125A, 2x63A, free ends 400A and 250A

catwalk

powerlock 400A, 1x125A, 2x63A, 4x32A, 2x16A

MAIN
ENTRANCE

C
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NET WORK

STAGE

wardrobes

there is a possibility to connect 110V devices

telephone connectors

analog and digital, about 500 telephone lines, strong GSM signal
throughout the building

internet connectors

3 independent optical fiber connectors, Internet bandwidth
100/100 Mbps, up to 700/700 Mbps

antenna connectors

there is a possibility to buy cable TV, internal TV – 2 channels each

WAREHOUSE SPACE
FOR ORGANIZERS

warehouse space right next to T1 and T2 back entrances

125.5 m2 with toilet and shower facilities

PRESS ZONE

mixed zones

press center
there is a possibility to adapt the places for media representatives
in various variants and quantities

dedicated places in the stands

B

D

B

curfew

no

noise emission limits

no

D
LEGAL RESTRICTIONS

stage pyrotechnics
FOH

P-2 parking zone
CAR PARKS

C

Stands: about 5 150
Main floor (Sitting places):
about 350
Altogether: 5 500
2 PL** included

MAIN
ENTRANCE

CABARET*

ROOM
MAIN FLOOR
TRAINING HALL

STAGE

D

B

FOH

about 25 spots for trucks (then trucks only)

D

B3 CONFERENCE
ZONE

possible configuration A+B, B+C, A+B+C

theatre
setup

school
setup

horseshoe

sit-down
banquet

banquet
tables

stand-up
meeting
5 000

folded stands

4 050

96x49x24

5 000

1 500

350

1 700

4 000

unfolded stands

1 570

69x25x24

3 800**

720

220

560

1 800

3 000

folded stands

1 100

44x25x11

1 200

280

200

500

800

1 200

970

44x22x11

1 258**

240

180

400

700

1 200

154

14x11x7

170

80

50

60

80

170

64

not
applicable

not
applicable

not
applicable

not
applicable

not
applicable

unfolded stands

77
A

96

B

64

C

48

11x7x7
12x8x3
208

(A+B+C)

8x8x3

26x8x3

(A+B+C)

180

120

80

60

100

180

(A+B+C)

(A+B+C)

(A+B+C)

(A+B+C)

(A+B+C)

(A+B+C)

6x8x3

B4 CONFERENCE ZONE

280

40x8x3

200

120

-

-

120

200

D4 CONFERENCE ZONE

280

40x8x3

200

120

-

-

120

200

* given values are estimated. The number of seats available depends on the event specifications.
** stands + chairs on the main floor.

A

A

MAIN
ENTRANCE

ERGO ARENA

P-0 and P-1 parking zones

length, width,
height (m)

PRESS CENTER
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about 70 spots for cars

the approximate
surface area (m2)

WARM-UP ROOM

B

about 50 spots for cars

P-1 parking zone

SPACES AND ROOMS IN ERGO ARENA – DIFFERENT TYPES OF TABLE AND CHAIR SETTINGS*

C

Stands: about 5 300
Main floor (Sitting places):
about 1 200
Altogether: 6 500
2 PL** included

STAGE

or about 125 spots for coaches only

P-0 parking zone

A

A

MAIN
ENTRANCE

SHOW*

requires a permission each time
about 700 spots for cars and about 20 spots for coaches

MAIN
ENTRANCE

* exemplary setting
** PL – platform for 4 wheelchair users and 4 guardians

www.ergoarena.pl
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Competitiveness in the
market and the desire
to raise standards have
determined the investments
that make ERGO ARENA
equal to the most modern
sports and entertainment
venues in Europe.

Completed investments:
• Two additional entrances to the main floor have been created.
The number of people who can stay simultaneously on the main
floor has increased to 7 000.
• A new information and advertising-identification system
has been created.
A 120 m2 elevation LED display was launched. Inside, around
the main floor, a 235,5 meters long, 360 degree LED display
was launched as well.
• Modern stage curtain systems have been installed.
We’ve expanded our offer and so there are more possibilities for the
use of main arena. Movable curtains allow you to divide and arrange
the surface.
• Sound system.
12 extra subwoofers with amplifiers have been installed.
• VIP section.
The standard of furnishing the entire VIP section, conference
and catering rooms on the 4th level has been raised.
75% of the total investment was financed with BGK loan,
implemented within the EU JESSICA initiative.
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ERGO ARENA

Plac Dwoch Miast 1, 80-344 Gdansk, Poland, phone +48 58 76 72 101, e-mail: biuro@ergoarena.pl www.ergoarena.pl

